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I am Pat Henseler
I am here because I’ve helped create content, 
training and program success stories that allow 
us to generate more sales.

Hello!
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What I Want You to Leave This Call With

1. Concrete plan.
2. Plan to complete it.
3. Confidence.







“

“He who knows others is wise; he 
who knows himself is 

enlightened.” 





Your Funnel
What should I be keeping in mind when developing my funnel.
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Where to Get Your Ideas?

◉ What questions are your prospects / clients 
asking you?

◉ “The 1 thing I’ve wondered about that is…”



“

Set out to answer that question in 
your content.



Your Starting Point

● Write out 3-5 questions most prospects 
ask you.

● Avoid the ‘price’ or ‘how do we get 
started’ questions.

● What are people interested in learning 
more about?



Your Warm-Up 
Content
The additional content you’ll need to use to nurture your prospects 
that will get them to view your content AND purchase.
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What’s the big idea?

◉ What do you notice about those two items - 
and how they relate to the core focus of what 
we are selling?

LinkedIn is a tactic/tool -> it’s not necessarily the 
goal of our prospects. 



How to Find Mine?

◉ Don’t take competitor information (goes 
without saying probably). ;-)

◉ Look at your big idea...
◉ Search for statistics, presentations, reports 

across the web.



Using FAQs and Case 
Studies
Use social proof and frequently asked questions about your service - 
post pitch.
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FAQs

1. Overcome Objections.
2. Opportunity.
3. Intro Testimonials.
4. Details.
5. Urgency.





Your Lead Magnet
What’s your front-end offer? How are you going to get prospects to 
jump at the chance to give you their information?
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3 Lead Magnet Title 
Templates

1. IPO Formula.

2. Case Study Template.

3. Deep-Dive.



Your Landing Page 
Use social proof and frequently asked questions about your service - 
post pitch.
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6 Elements of a Highly 
Converting Landing Page

1. Headline.
2. Subheads.
3. CTA.
4. Social Proof.
5. Form Fields.
6. A/B Testing.



Lead Nurturing
Moving the in-betweeners forward.
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Content Re-purposing

◉ Cheatsheets
◉ Cliff Notes
◉ Roi Calculators
◉ Video / Audio / Transcript

Reach all types of learners...



Thank You Page Offer





Emails

◉ Narrative
◉ Urgency
◉ Social Proof
◉ Inspirational
◉ Outcome



Up Next: Lunch!
You can always find me

◉ in the Facebook group

Thanks!


